FINAL PRESENTATION

Owen Collander
Woodrow Wilson (a literal former President) anytime a guest brought up politics at dinner:
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Open For Business! General Tours Return, New Specialty Tours Make Their Debut

WASHINGTON, DC – The President Woodrow Wilson House is once again open for tours! Experience the Wilson House with our General House Tour or a selection of new Specialty Tours. See our full tour schedule and book your visit via our website, or request an appointment by emailing wilsonhouse@savingplaces.org. All Specialty Tours are offered on Tuesdays, or by appointment.

GENERAL HOUSE TOUR: The one-hour guided General House Tour explores the historic site, a perfectly preserved time capsule from the 1920s. Visit the home’s entryway, main floor, and private bedrooms of President Wilson and his wife Edith Wilson. Guests will discover a greater awareness of Wilson’s public life and ideals for future generations, while openly and directly discussing Wilson’s challenges, shortcomings and consequential decisions and leadership. This tour is offered every Saturday and Sunday at 12pm, 1pm, or 2pm or by appointment.

CERAMICS TOUR: From family heirlooms to wedding gifts, the in-depth ceramics guided tour exploring the dining room, butler’s pantry, and kitchen focuses on key selections from the Woodrow Wilson House ceramics collection of 19th-20th century American, European, and Asian works. See exquisite dinnerware, charming tea and coffee sets, decorative items, and pieces that correspond to different parts of the Wilsons’ lives while discussing their various techniques and styles.

ARCHITECTURE TOUR: See all five (5) floors of the home designed by Waddy Butler Wood in 1913 on our Architecture Tour! From the inner workings of the elevator to the elegant drawing room, “the best rooms in Washington” and the gas-fired clothes dryer in the laundry room, every floor helps tell the story of how this house fits into the compendium of architecture in Washington, DC.
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